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Abstract

Consistent with converging experimental evidence, we assume that foveal information is initially split across the two cerebral

hemispheres. We have previously presented the SERIOL model of letter-position coding, which specifies how the resulting two

halves of a letter string are integrated into an abstract representation of letter order. This representation is based on ordered pairs of

two letters (bigrams); such a representation is created for input occurring at any location in the visual field. Various studies have

shown hemisphere-specific effects in lexical access by using unilateral presentation of stimuli. While the hemisphere-independent

means of lexical access in the SERIOL model (via bigrams) may seem inconsistent with these findings, we propose that such effects

arise from the hemisphere-specific transformations necessary to create the bigram representation. We provide a theoretical account

of the finding that high N (lexical neighborhood size) evokes facilitation in the RH, but not the LH (Lavidor & Ellis, 2002a, 2002b);

an experiment discussed elsewhere (Whitney & Lavidor, 2003) has verified key predictions of this account. We also discuss the

differing effects of word length across visual fields.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There is mounting evidence that there is no overlap of

the visual fields along the vertical meridian in humans

(Brysbaert, 1994; Brysbaert, Vitu, & Schroyens, 1996;

Lavidor, Ellis, Shillcock, & Bland, 2001; Lavidor &

Walsh, 2003; Sugishita, Hamilton, Sukuma, & Hemmi,

1994) Rather, the representation of the fovea is initially

split across the two cerebral hemispheres. Thus, for a

centrally fixated word, letters in the left visual field
(LVF) are projected to the right hemisphere (RH), and

letters in the RVF are projected to the LH. This raises

the question of how the two halves of the string are

integrated. Most researchers assume that a canonical,

unified representation of the entire string subserves word

recognition. Thus, the two halves are integrated prior to

lexical access, and the encoding of the letter string does

not depend on its presentation location. We will denote
this the hemisphere-independent assumption.
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The hemisphere-independent assumption is consis-

tent with brain-imaging evidence. A small area of LH
fusiform cortex, dubbed the Visual Word Form Area

(VWFA), is consistently activated during reading; it

has been proposed that this area underlies an abstract

representation of letter order (Cohen et al., 2000;

Cohen et al., 2002). Activation of the VWFA is in-

variant with respect to visual field and retinal location

(Cohen et al., 2000) and is specific to letter strings

(Cohen et al., 2002). Its activation does not depend on
presentation format; it responds to letter strings in

MiXeD cAsE (Polk & Farah, 2002) and to orally

spelled words (Booth et al., 2002). Brain lesions limited

to the VWFA region are associated with pure alexia,

with sparing of lexical retrieval via other modalities

(Binder & Mohr, 1992; Damasio & Damasiao, 1983;

Leff et al., 2001). Thus experimental evidence points to

an abstract representation of letter order in the left
hemisphere.

The SERIOL model is the only split-fovea model of

lexical access which explains how hemisphere-specific

letter input is integrated within the left hemisphere into a

unified, abstract representation of letter order. The
served.
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1 Such sequential processing could occur either from left to right,

or from the ends inward.
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model explains a wide range of data concerning the ef-
fects of letter position, visual field, and reading direction

on letter perceptability and lexical access (Whitney,

2001a, 2001b, 2002; Whitney & Berndt, 1999).

In contrast, Monaghon, Shillcock, and McDonald,

and McDonald (this volume)2003 present a split-fovea

model in which the encoding of the string varies with

presentation location. We denote this the hemisphere-

specific model. As a result of positional asymmetries in
bigram and letter frequencies coupled with positional

input asymmetries in the model, the ‘‘LH’’ and ‘‘RH’’

develop differing representations of letter order. The LH

develops a coding based on individual letters, while the

RH develops a coarser coding based on bigrams. Thus,

the representational grain size depends on the presen-

tation location. The authors propose that such differing

representations contribute to observed VF differences in
semantic priming.

Experimental investigations into the role of orthogra-

phy in word recognition have also yielded VF differences.

Neighborhood size (N), the number of words that can be

formed by changing one letter of the target word (Colt-

heart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977), is one lexical

property that is often manipulated. In English, lexical

decision is generally faster for high N words than for low
N words (for a review, see Andrews, 1997). Lavidor and

Ellis (2002a, 2002b) have shown that the influence ofN is

hemisphere dependent. For LVF/RH presentation, high

N is facilitatory, as for central presentation. However, for

RVF/LH presentation, N has no effect.

Moreover, the lack of influence of orthography in the

LH is not limited to the N effect. Chiarello (1985)

showed that orthographic priming was larger in the RH
than the LH. For target presentation to the RVF/LH in

experiment 2 of Lavidor and Ellis (2002a), a centrally

presented prime differing from the target by a single

letter produced no facilitation relative to an unrelated

prime. In contrast, facilitation was observed for target

presentation to the LVF/RH. Thus orthography in

general seems to have less impact in the LH than

the RH.
The hemisphere-specific model could potentially ex-

plain these effects based on the differing representations

in each hemisphere. For example, neighborhood

effects may be stronger in the RH because a bigram

representation is more sensitive to letter context than is

a single-letter representation (Monaghan, personal

communication). It is less obvious how to account for

these effects within a hemisphere-independent frame-
work, such as the SERIOL model. How can N and form

priming have different effects across the hemispheres if

the encoding supporting word recognition is the same

for both hemispheres?

The influence of string length also varies with visual

field. In the LVF/RH, increasing string length leads to

increased reaction times for lexical decision and de-
creased accuracy for letter identification; in the RVF/
LH, increasing string length has little effect (Bouma,

1973; Ellis, Young, & Anderson, 1988; Young & Ellis,

1985). Ellis and colleagues have proposed that these

results reflect different modes of access, with non-par-

allel processing 1 of letters in the RH and parallel pro-

cessing in the LH. The SERIOL model uses a serial

encoding of letter position. How can length have dif-

fering effects across the hemispheres if letter processing
is always serial?

The goal of this paper is to show how the SERIOL

model can account for these effects, based on a differ-

ential patterns of activation across units of a single grain

size, under a single mode of processing. The organiza-

tion of the paper is as follows. In the following section,

we review the SERIOL model. In Section 3, we discuss

how activation patterns in the SERIOL model account
for some visual field interactions in other experiments.

In Section 4, we present our account of the hemispheric

influences on N and form priming; in Section 5, we

discuss the length effect.
2. Overview of the SERIOL model

The SERIOL model is a theoretical framework of

letter string encoding in the brain. The framework ad-

dresses the following questions. How is letter position

represented? How is that representation formed from

the retinotopic visual input? How does that representa-

tion activate the correct word? This framework is meant

to describe processing in a mature reader, under the

assumption that the proposed representations develop
due to processing constraints in the brain. However, this

developmental aspect is a direction for future research

and is not included in the present framework. Portions

of this theory have been implemented in computational

models (Whitney, 2001a, 2002; Whitney & Berndt,

1999).

In the following, we summarize the basics of the

theory. The SERIOL model is comprised of five layers:
retina, feature, letter, bigram, and word. We start at the

letter layer, and work upwards to the bigram and word

levels, and then downwards to the feature and retina

levels.

The most well known model of word recognition, the

Interactive Activation model (McClelland & Rumelhart,

1981), uses a position-specific encoding of letter order.

That is, there are separate representations of each letter
for each string position. The definition of N is based on

such a representation. However, priming studies

have indicated that encoding at the letter level is not

position-specific. A letter in one string position can



2 This raises the question how a different letter node can ever start

to fire, since all other letter nodes are being inhibited by the firing node.

We assume that as a node continues to fire, there is accommodation

and its firing rate slows down. Eventually the level of inhibition

generated by the firing node will decrease sufficiently that a different

letter node can fire. When a node that has been firing receives lateral

inhibition, it becomes strongly inhibited. This in turn raises the

question of what happens when the same letter appears more than once

in a word. We assume that there is a pool of letter nodes for each letter.

Each instance of a letter activates a different subset of that pool.
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prime the same letter in different string position, and
absolute string position does not have be maintained in

order to prime words (Humphreys, Evett, & Quinlan,

1990; Peressotti & Grainger, 1995, 1999). Consistent

with this data, we assume a non-position-specific en-

coding; a letter node can represent that letter in any

position. Therefore, the must be some way of associat-

ing a letter node with a particular string position. We

propose that this is accomplished via firing order. For
example, the string cave is represented by C firing, then

A firing, then V, and then E. This firing pattern is re-

peated with respect to an oscillatory cycle, as we discuss

in more detail below.

A serial encoding of letter order explains the effect of

string length on reaction times in lexical decision, as

observed in the LVF/RH, and in both VFs for non-

standard presentation formats (MiXeD CaSe, non-
aligned letters) (Ellis et al., 1988; Lavidor, Ellis, &

Pansky, 2002; Young & Ellis, 1985) and for Hebrew

(Lavidor, Babkoff, & Faust, 2001). Thus, an absence of

a length effect (for RVF presentation in standard format

in a left-to-right language) can be considered the ex-

ception, rather than the norm. In Section 5, we discuss

how a length effect could be absent, despite a serial en-

coding, under certain conditions. For lexical decision on
rotated letter strings (Koriat & Norman, 1985), a serial

encoding explains the complex pattern of reaction times

with respect to string length and rotation angle, as dis-

cussed in Whitney (2002).

Next we consider how this serial encoding activates

words. Priming studies have shown that the relative

order of letters is highly important; no facilitation oc-

curs if the order of the target word�s letters is not pre-
served for the most part in the prime (Humphreys et al.,

1990; Peressotti & Grainger, 1999). Therefore, we as-

sume that the relative timing of pairs of letters serves as

the basic unit of lexical access. That is, the temporal

encoding activates bigram nodes, and the activity across

bigram nodes is consolidated to activate words. A bi-

gram node is activated any time that its constituent

letters fire in the correct relative order; the letters do not
have to be contiguous in the string. Thus the sequence

C, A, V, E activates bigrams CA, CV, AV, CE, AE, and

VE. Each bigram node is connected to every word node

which represents a word containing that bigram. Each

connection is weighted, as we discuss below.

Thus far we have considered how string position is

represented at the letter level (serial encoding), and how

that representation activates word nodes (via bigrams).
But how is this serial encoding generated? We now turn

to the proposed mechanism. The input to the letter level

comes from the feature level, which is comprised of

nodes that are locationally tuned. That is, a feature node

responds optimally to a certain feature occurring at a

specific retinal location. Consistent with this assump-

tion, several studies have indicated that features play a
role in letter recognition and that similar features oc-
curring in different locations interact with each other,

where the degree of interaction depends on the spatial

distance between the features (Bjork & Murray, 1977;

Chastain, 1977; Krumhansl & Thomas, 1976; Strangbert

& Brannstrom, 1975). We have shown (Whitney, 2001b)

that interactions at the feature level could account for

what appears to be position-specific letter priming

(Grainger & Jacobs, 1991; Peressotti & Grainger, 1995).
We propose that induction of the serial encoding

depends on the interaction of two key components: (1)

feature-level activations are graded such that activation

is monotonically decreasing from the first to the last

letter; (2) letter nodes undergo synchronous oscillations

of excitability (Hopfield, 1995; Lisman & Idiart, 1995).

Thus in our example, C�s features would be the most

highly activated, A�s features the next most, and so on.
This pattern of activation is dubbed the locational gra-

dient. Early in the oscillatory cycle, the excitability of the

letter nodes is low. Therefore, only the letter node re-

ceiving the highest level of input (i.e., C) can exceed

threshold and fire. See Fig. 1. Then as excitability in-

creases over time, the letter node receiving the next

highest level of input can fire (i.e., A), and so on. Thus,

parallel activation at the feature level is converted to
sequential activation at the letter level. An active letter

node inhibits all other letter nodes, and continues to fire

until it is inhibited by the firing of the next letter node.2

Following the model proposed by Lisman and Idiart

(1995), we propose that each letter node fires in a 40Hz

subcycle of a 5Hz oscillatory cycle. See Fig. 2 for an

overview of the letter to word processing.

The induction of the serial encoding requires an ac-
tivation gradient across locationally-tuned units. But

how is this locational gradient created? We turn next to

the underlying mechanisms. At the retinal level, there is

an activation gradient related to acuity—activation is

highest at the fixated letter, and falls off as the distance

from fixation increases. This acuity gradient must be

transformed into the locational gradient. See Fig. 3.

Locational gradient formation depends on a reader�s
scanning direction. In the following specification, we

assume that words are read from left to right.

The proposed locational gradient is decreasing from

left to right. Note that the acuity gradient is increasing

from left to right in the LVF/RH; that is, the slope is in



Fig. 2. Architecture of the letter, bigram, and word levels of the pro-

posed theoretical framework, with example of encoding the word

CART. At the letter level, simultaneous graded inputs (input values

shown next to arrows) create a temporal firing pattern, as indicated by

the firing diagram displayed under the letter nodes. Excitatory con-

nections link the letter nodes with the bigram nodes, which recognize

ordered pairs of letters. Excitatory connections link the bigram nodes

and the word nodes. As discussed below, the amount of feature-level

input also determines letter activations. Letter node activations cor-

respond to the total number of spikes (indicated in firing diagram). The

activations of the bigrams (shown above the nodes) are determined by

the activations of the constituent letters and the amount of time be-

tween their activity. Activation of word nodes is determined in the

conventional way (dot-product of inputs and connection weights).

Fig. 1. When a relatively large input is added (top curving line) to the

sub-threshold oscillation, the cell potential crosses threshold at the first

arrow (action potential not illustrated). If instead, a smaller input is

added (middle curving line), the cell potential crosses threshold later in

the cycle, at the second arrow.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the retinal and feature levels of the proposed

theoretical framework. The retinal level is precisely topographically

organized with respect to external stimulus, in this case CART. The

activation of retinal nodes decreases as distance from fixation in-

creases. Feature nodes are tuned to retinal location. The activation of

feature nodes decreases from left to right across locations.
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the opposite direction of the locational gradient. In

contrast, the acuity gradient is decreasing in the RVF/

LH, like the locational gradient. Therefore, in the LVF/

RH, the slope of the acuity gradient must be reversed or

inverted as it activates letter features, while in the RVF/
LH it is maintained. Thus processing at the feature level

is very different across hemispheres, with the RH per-

forming more extensive processing than the LH.

Locational gradient formation is illustrated in Fig. 4.

We propose that letter features in the LVF/RH become

more highly activated by retinal inputs than those in the

RVF/LH. (See the upper right panel of Fig. 4.) This

allows the first letter�s features to reach a high level of
activation even if they are far from fixation. Within the

feature level of the RH, we propose that strong direc-

tional lateral inhibitory connections exist such that a

feature node inhibits all feature nodes having preferred

locations to its right. Thus, inhibitory input increases as

letter position increases, because more and more fea-

tures send inhibition from the left. This directional in-

hibition must be sufficiently strong to override the slope
of the acuity gradient, inverting it. So the features

comprising the first letter attain a high level of activation

(due to strong excitation and lack of lateral inhibition

from the left), and activation decreases towards fixation

(due to sharply increasing lateral inhibition from the

left). (See the lower left panel of Fig. 4.)

In the LH, we assume that both bottom-up excitatory

and lateral inhibitory inputs are weaker, because the
acuity gradient�s slope is already in the correct direction.

Thus the acuity gradient is essentially maintained at the

feature level in the LH, although some weak directional

inhibition steepens its slope.



Fig. 4. Example formation of the locational gradient across the activations of features. Features are represented by their preferred location. Fixation

is at retinal location 0, with LVF locations <0 and RVF locations >0. In the first graph, the acuity gradient, C, is displayed, with the effects of

hemisphere-specific excitation, E. Note that in the RVF/LH, E is equivalent to C, while in the LVF/RH E is elevated with respect to C. In the second

graph, E is redisplayed for reference, and the effects of hemisphere-specific lateral inhibition, E–I are displayed for a seven-letter string starting in

retinal location )3. Note that inhibition is much stronger in the LVF/RH than in the RVF/LH, and results in inversion of the direction of the slope of

the acuity gradient in the LVF/RH. In the third graph, E–I is redisplayed, and the hemisphere-specific gradients are joined via interhemispheric

inhibition of the LH�s features to form a monotonically decreasing activation gradient across feature locations, denoted F . In the next graph, F is

redisplayed in isolation for clarity.
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In addition to inhibition with hemispheres, there is

also inhibition across hemispheres. The RH feature

nodes inhibit the LH feature nodes, bringing the acti-

vations the LH�s leftmost letter�s features lower than

those of the RH�s rightmost letter. As a result, a loca-

tional activation gradient which is strictly decreasing

from left to right is formed. (See the lower right panel of
Fig. 4.)

In summary, there are three important components to

the formation of the locational gradient: (1) stronger

excitation to the RH (to raise initial letter�s activation

level); (2) strong rightward lateral inhibition within the

RH (to invert the acuity gradient); (3) inhibition from

the RH to the LH (to integrate the two halves of the

locational gradient). We discuss below how these
mechanisms explain observed patterns of letter per-

ceptability.

So, in an overall summary of the SERIOL model, the

acuity gradient is modified by hemisphere-specific pro-

cessing to become a locational gradient. The locational

gradient interacts with letter nodes which oscillate in

excitability, inducing them to fire sequentially. This serial

encoding activates words node via bigram units, which
encode ordered letter pairs. We have discussed in more

detail elsewhere (Whitney, 2001a) why these transfor-

mations are necessary to encode letter order in a way that

is robust and consistent with experimental data.

The letter and bigram levels of the model comprise

the unified, prelexical representation of the string; we

propose that they are realized in the LH in the VWFA.
Since the mechanisms for the formation of the locational

gradient are hemisphere-specific, they would occur prior

to integration within the VWFA. We remain agnostic as

the specific form of information transferred from the

RH to the LH. RH features might activate analogous

LH features, which then activate LH letter nodes, or RH

features might directly activate LH letter nodes. We do

not rule out the possibility that the locational gradient
occurs across location-specific letter nodes (rather than

feature nodes), which then activate more abstract LH

letter nodes. The central claim is that an activation

gradient across some level of locationally-tuned units is

converted to the sequential firing of abstract letter units

in the LH. For convenience, we have assumed that the

locational gradient occurs at the feature level, and that

RH feature nodes directly activate LH letter nodes.
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3. Activation patterns in the SERIOL model

The varying levels of activation from the locational

gradient continue to have an effect through the higher

levels of processing. At the letter level, not only do letter

nodes receiving high levels of input fire earlier, they fire

faster. Since a letter node fires until it is inhibited by the

next letter node, its activation level depends both on its

own input level (which determines its firing rate), and
the level of input to the next letter (which determines

firing duration). In general, the higher the input level,

the higher the letter activation, with the activation of

letters receiving low levels of input being particularly

sensitive to duration of firing. Since the final letter is not

inhibited by a subsequent letter, it can continue to fire

until the end of the oscillatory cycle. Thus even though it

fires more slowly than the internal letters, it can reach a
higher level of activation because it fires longer. (See

Fig. 2.) So at the letter level, activation is decreasing

across the string, except for the final letter which attains

an activation near that of the first letter. This accounts

for observed positional patterns of letter perceptability

across strings, where perceptability generally decreases

as letter position increases, but rises for the final letter 3

(Hammond & Green, 1982; Lefton, Fisher, & Kuhn,
1978; Mason, 1982; Wolford & Hollingsworth, 1974).

However, the activation of the final letter is highly

dependent on when it starts to fire with respect to the

oscillatory cycle. For very low levels of input across all

the letters, such as with very short presentation dura-

tions, the firing of all letter nodes will be shifted towards

the end of the oscillatory cycle. As a result, the final

letter will have less time to fire, and may have the lowest
activation of all the letters. This accounts for the fact

that the final letter is sometimes the least well perceived

of all the letters; all experiments in which this occurred

used extremely brief presentation durations (40ms or

less) (Hellige, Cowin, & Eng, 1995; analysis of error data

in Humphreys et al., 1990; five- and six-letter words in

Montant, Nazir, & Poncet, 1998). Indeed, increasing

exposure duration from 40 to 80ms within a single
experiment preferentially increased the perceptability

of the final letter as compared to other positions

(Eviatar, 1999).

The letter activations then determine bigram activa-

tions. A bigram node�s activation is roughly propor-

tional to the product of its constituent letter activations,

coupled with sensitivity to the firing delay between those

letter nodes when neither letter node is highly activated.
As a result, the bigrams encoding the first/second and

first/last letters of a string are the most highly activated,
3 There is usually an increase in perceptability at the fixated letter.

In our model, this could arise from a lack of smoothness in the

locational gradient at the fixated letter where the two halves of the

locational gradient are joined.
and the those encoding the second/third and second/last
letters are the next most highly activated. Weights on

bigram-to-word connections record the bigram activa-

tion pattern resulting from each word.

Such weights allow the system to differentiate between

two words when one is contained within the other. For

example, consider HOSE and HORSE. If the bigrams

were not weighted, the input hose would activate the

word node HORSE as highly as the node HOSE, since
HORSE contains all the bigrams in HOSE. However,

considering activation patterns, the weight on the HE-

to-HOSE connection is larger than the weight on HE-to-

HORSE, because the E for hose becomes more highly

activated than the E for horse. Also, the weight on OS-

to-HOSE is larger than the weight on OS-to-HORSE,

since a bigram responding to the second and third letters

is more highly activated than one responding to the non-
contiguous second and fourth letters. These differences

in connection weights allow hose to activate HOSE more

than HORSE. A simulation showed that weighted bi-

grams allow correct recognition of all single syllable

English words, and a ‘‘lesion’’ this system accurately

reproduced the error patterns of subjects with acquired

dyslexia (Whitney & Berndt, 1999).

Because the processing required for formation of the
locational gradient varies with hemisphere, we would

expect some differences in the resulting hemispheric

gradients. Next we look at a variety of experimental

results which we claim reflect such differences.

We have proposed that feature-level activations are

boosted in the RH (as compared to the LH) in order to

raise the initial letter�s input to a high level. This predicts

that, for identical distances from fixation, an initial letter
should be perceived better in the LVF than in the RVF.

Indeed, such a systematic LVF advantage has been

observed for initial letters at large eccentricities (Bouma,

1973; Estes, Allemeyer, & Reder, 1976; Legge, Mans-

field, & Chung, 2001).

Next we consider activation patterns across string

positions. In one study, subjects were to report the let-

ters comprising a nine-letter string (Wolford & Hol-
lingsworth, 1974). In order to de-confound the effects of

retinal location and string position, the location of the

string�s initial letter was systematically varied from )12
to 5 letter widths from fixation. These experimental data

are shown in the upper panels of Fig. 5, displayed to

focus on the effect of increasing the number of letters to

the left of a given retinal location. These perceptability

curves vary with VF. To summarize, in the RVF, in-
creasing string position leads to steadily decreasing

perceptability at the target location. In contrast, in the

LVF, increasing string position initially leads to a sharp

decrease in perceptability (in going from position 1 to 2

and from 2 to 3), but then there is less and less effect as

more and more letters are added to the left. This non-

linearity increases as distance from fixation increases.



Fig. 5. Experimental and modeled results for interaction of string position and retinal location from Wolford and Hollingsworth (1974). Graphs

display percent correct at each string position for various retinal locations, R. The upper graphs display experimental data, and the lower graphs

display the model�s results.
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The general decrease in perceptability with increasing

position is consistent with our proposal for directional

inhibition in the feature layer. We suggest that the

variations across visual fields stem from differences in

inhibition levels and in acuity patterns. At early string

positions, the stronger directional inhibition in the RH

is apparent; this inhibition over-compensates for the
acuity gradient, so perceptability falls off more rapidly

at positions 2 and 3 in the LVF than in the RVF. 4 In the

LVF, each letter added to the left decreases in acuity.

Therefore, each new letter is less and less able to exert

inhibition on the target letter. This accounts for the

flattening of the perceptability curves with increasing

string position. In contrast, in the RVF, each additional

letter increases in acuity (as long as it still falls in the
RVF), resulting in a sustained decrease in perceptability

at the target letter. These assumptions on directional

inhibition allow a computational re-creation of the ob-

served patterns, as displayed in the lower panels of

Fig. 5.

Nazir and colleagues (Nazir, Ben-Boutayab, Decop-

pet, Deutsch, & Frost, this volume2003) also argue that

reading induces specialized low-level visual processing.
In support of this claim, they demonstrated interactions
4 Since acuity falls off more and more slowly as eccentricity

increases, this over-compensation is to be expected at large eccentric-

ities, assuming that the strength of directional inhibition is fairly

constant within a hemisphere.
between reading direction and VF effects under letter

identification tasks. For fixation on the first versus last

letter of a five-letter string, there was a RVF/LH ad-

vantage in English, while there was no interaction with

VF in Hebrew. However, for fixation on the central

letter of a nine-letter string, a different pattern emerged;

there was a LVF/RH advantage for English, and a RVF/
LH advantage for Hebrew.

These results are what would be expected under our

proposals. For lateralized presentation, there is an RVF/

LH advantage in English because LVF/RH presentation

entails degradation both from callosal transfer and from

the high inhibition levels necessary for acuity-gradient

inversion, while RVF/LH presentation entails neither

transfer nor inversion. For Hebrew, inversion should
occur in the LH (rather than the RH), since the initial

letters fall into the RVF. Thus, inversion and transfer

occur in opposite hemispheres, balancing each other and

yielding no effect of visual field. For central presenta-

tion, there is a LVF/RH advantage in English because

the RH letters inhibit the LH letters (to join the two

halves of the locational gradient). This inhibition occurs

in the opposite direction in Hebrew, yielding a RVF/LH
advantage.

Error patterns have also been taken as evidence for

hemisphere-specific modes of processing (Hellige et al.,

1995; Hellige & Scott, 1997; Marks & Hellige, 1999). In

these experiments, subjects were to identify extremely

briefly displayed CVC trigrams presented in a vertical
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column, with each letter upright. For LVF/RH presen-
tation, subjects made many more errors involving the

last letter than the first letter of the string. For RVF/LH

presentation, this finding was attenuated: there were

relatively more errors on the first letter and fewer errors

on the last letter, resulting in a more even distribution of

errors across the string. There was also a strong effect of

visual field on accuracy, with more total errors in the

LVF/RH than in the RVF/LH. These patterns were
taken to be evidence of parallel processing of strings by

specialized linguistic modules in the LH, and less effi-

cient, serial processing in the RH.

However, a counterintuitive result arose when input

was directed to both hemispheres simultaneously. For

bilateral presentation, the error pattern was more

similar to LVF/RH pattern than to the RVF/LH pat-

tern (Marks & Hellige, 1999). Thus, even though the
LH was more effective than the RH at performing

the task, the RH seemed to dominate when stimuli

were presented to both hemispheres simultaneously. It

is difficult to understand why the less efficient hemi-

sphere should dominate under the ‘‘modes of process-

ing’’ model.

Based on locational gradient formation, we offer an

explanation of these results that accounts for both the
unilateral and bilateral patterns. Despite the unortho-

dox vertical format, we assume that encoding processes

similar to those used for horizontal presentation are

invoked. Hellige and colleagues, in their analyses, also

assume that the data from these experiments are rele-

vant to normal string processing. More specifically, we

assume that the letters are mentally projected to the

canonical horizontal position, and then the rotated im-
age is processed as usual. However, since all letters were

presented roughly at the same distance from fixation,

there is no acuity gradient. Therefore, effects of direc-

tional inhibition are isolated.

The proposed within-hemisphere directional inhibi-

tion accounts for the differing unilateral error patterns.

In the RH, starting with a flat acuity gradient should

yield a very steep locational gradient, due to strong
rightward inhibition. In the LH, starting with a flat

acuity gradient should yield a very shallow locational

gradient, due to the weak rightward inhibition. Thus the

final letter will receive much less bottom-up input in the

RH than in the LH. This accounts for the greater per-

centage of final-letter errors in the LVF/RH.

The proposed across-hemisphere inhibition accounts

for the similarity of the bilateral error pattern to the
LVF/RH pattern. Recall that the RH features inhibit

the LH features to form a monotonically decreasing

locational gradient. We propose that under bilateral

stimulation, the LVF/RH features inhibit the RVF/LH

features as usual. Thus the input from the LVF/RH

dominates due to the way in which hemispheric repre-

sentations of letter strings are normally integrated.
This analysis implies that hemispheric error patterns
should vary with reading direction. For languages read

from right to left, the patterns should be reversed, since

acuity-gradient inversion should then occur in the RVF/

LH. This is precisely the finding reported in a study of

Hebrew readers performing the trigram identification

task; for those readers, the percentage of final-letter er-

rors was greater in the RVF/LH than in the LVF/RH,

and the bilateral pattern was the same as the RVF/LH
(Eviatar, 1999). For languages that are read from top to

bottom, there should be no hemispheric asymmetry,

since acuity gradient inversion should occur along the

vertical axis, not the horizontal axis. Indeed, a study of

Japanese kana, for which the vertical orientation is

normal, showed no differences between the LVF/RH,

RVF/LH, and bilateral patterns (Hellige & Yamauchi,

1999). These findings are inconsistent with a ‘‘modes of
processing’’ account, but are predicted by the locational

gradient account.

Thus we conclude that these error patterns are not

attributable to serial versus parallel processing. Rather,

hemispheric differences stem from the direction of slope

of the acuity gradient relative to that of the required

locational gradient. Similarly, we propose that the visual

field interactions for N and form priming are not the
result of different hemisphere-specific types of repre-

sentations. Rather, the interactions stem from different

patterns of activation over the same type of represen-

tation, as we discuss next.
4. The SERIOL model and the hemispheric influence of

orthography

We assume that the RVF absence of N and form

priming effects both stem from the same underlying

cause. This assumption is justified on the basis of sim-

plicity; there is no evidence to motivate a more com-

plicated explanation in which each arises for

independent reasons.

We start by discussing possible sources of the facili-
tation observed for high N, first considering direct in-

teractions between word nodes. Most models of word

recognition assume lateral inhibition between word

representations, allowing the most highly activated word

to silence its competitors. We assume that inhibitory

connections between very similar words are stronger

than between less similar words. This assumption is

consistent with experimental results on TL pairs, words
which differ from one another by the transposition of

two letters, such as salt and slat. Priming a TL word

with its TL partner is inhibitory, as compared to prim-

ing with an unrelated word (Andrews, 1996). Under the

SERIOL model, a TL word is very similar to its TL

partner, since most bigrams are shared between the two

words. Thus these experimental results indicate that a
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word that is very similar to the target provides more
inhibition than an less similar word.

Therefore, it is somewhat surprising that high N re-

sults in facilitation rather than inhibition. In fact, the

data is conflicting; some studies do show inhibitory ef-

fects (Carreiras, Perea, & Grainger, 1997; Grainger,

1990; Grainger, O�Regan, Jacobs, & Segui, 1989, 1992;

Huntsman & Lima, 1996; Perea & Pollatsek, 1998).

Andrews (1997) noted that most of these experiments
were in French or Spanish; the effect of N seems to be

language dependent. We assume that high N produces

both facilitatory and inhibitory effects via different

mechanisms and that the relative importance of these

opposing effects can be influenced by some property of

language.

Several explanations for the source of the facilitatory

effect have been proposed. One is based on feedback
excitation by spreading activation, such as in the Inter-

active Activation model (McClelland & Rumelhart,

1981). When the target word partially activates many

non-target word nodes, these nodes send excitation back

to the letter level. The increased activation of the letter

nodes then causes the target word node to become ac-

tivated more quickly.

The multiple read-out model assumes that a task
which does not require unique identification of a single

word, such as lexical decision, can benefit from in-

creased activation at the word level (Grainger & Jacobs,

1996). Under this proposal, an affirmative response in

lexical decision is speeded when the total activation

across the words is higher.

A third explanation is based on phonological influ-

ences from word bodies (Ziegler & Perry, 1998). In
English, many high N words share the same body (rime)

with other words. The rime is a good predictor of the

phonological realization of the vowel, which is highly

variable in English. Therefore, words with many body

neighbors will tend to share the same pronunciation of

the vowel, and this shared phonology may speed lexical

access.

Next we evaluate these proposals with respect to the
assumption that the facilitatory effect of N is modulated

by language. In the multiple read-out model, it is diffi-

cult to see how language would modulate the way in

which total word level activations influence an affirma-

tive response in lexical decision. In the rime model, the

relative importance of the rime would have to vary with

language. While this is quite plausible, the assumption

that phonology underlies the N effect is not consistent
with experimental evidence on phonological priming.

Chiarello (1985) demonstrated that such priming is ob-

tained in the RVF/LH and not the LVF/RH. If the N

effect were mainly phonological, then it should occur for

the LH and not the RH. However, as discussed above,

the opposite result occurs. Under the feedback account,

the strength of excitatory word-to-letter connections
would have to be higher in English than in other lan-
guages. This is certainly plausible, since the mapping

from phonology to orthography is less regular in En-

glish than in French or Spanish. Thus, in a language

where spelling is less well determined by a word�s pho-
nology, stronger top-down connections could exist to

encode spelling. Therefore, we conclude that most likely

source of facilitation is via top-down feedback to the

letter level.
Our proposal for positional activation patterns,

coupled with the above assumption on word-level lateral

inhibition, imply that the position of difference between

a target and its neighbors should matter. Facilitation

should be maximal if most neighbors differ in the first

position, because a mismatch in the first position mini-

mizes lateral inhibition within the word level. Recall that

the first/last and first/final bigrams have the highest
weights. If a neighbor mismatches on the first letter, it is

not very similar to the target and will not provide strong

lateral inhibition. Therefore top-down excitation to the

letter level will dominate. In contrast, a neighbor that

mismatches on the third letter is very similar to the

target, because it shares the most highly weighted bi-

grams. Therefore, the net effect of such a neighbor

should be inhibitory.
There is experimental evidence consistent with this

analysis. The rime model makes similar predictions,

since it assumes that the effect of high N comes from

neighbors matching the target�s body, called body

neighbors. A body neighbor does not have to be the

same length as the target. To test this model, Ziegler and

Perry (1998) held N constant, while manipulating BN

(number of body neighbors); they also held N constant,
while manipulating BN. For the BN manipulation, they

predicted that high BN words should be facilitated with

respect to low BN words. Our account gives the same

prediction, because there will more word nodes sending

top-down excitation, without much increase in inhibi-

tion within the word level, since most body neighbors do

not match on the crucial first letter. Fpr the N manip-

ulation, they predicted no facilitation for high N, since
facilitation via BN is held constant. We predict inhibi-

tion for high N, since there should be more highly ac-

tivated non-target word nodes (those matching the

target on the first, second, and last letters), which should

provide strong inhibition. As predicted, high BN was

facilitatory. In the N manipulation, high N was inhibi-

tory, but this result was not statistically reliable. Thus

both models are consistent with these results.
They also performed the same manipulation with

nonword targets, predicting that high BN should be

inhibitory (based on increased phonological similarity to

real words), as should high N (based on increased or-

thographic similarity to real words). High N was indeed

slower than low N. However, for the BN manipulation,

there was no effect at all (identical RTs for both
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in mapping from orthography to semantics. When the output is

predictable, as in mapping from orthography to orthography, gener-

alization does occur (in terms of responding to an untrained input), but

there still is no location-invariant representation of letter order in the

hidden layer.
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conditions). This result is more consistent with our
model, under the assumption that only highly activated

word nodes influence response latency to a nonword. A

word node that is a body neighbor is usually not highly

activated, as indicated above. Thus manipulating BN

should not increase the number of highly active word

nodes, so it should not affect nonword reaction times.

Our assumption that the locus of N effects, and ac-

cordingly form priming effects, is at the letter level is also
consistent with experimental evidence (Dehaene, Le

Clec�, Poline, Le Bihan, & Cohen, 2002) showing that

the occurrence of form priming is associated with a

change of activity level in the VWFA, which has been

associated with the abstract representation of letter or-

der, as discussed above. In the following, we will refer to

additional excitatory input to the letter level generated

by either by high N or a prime as priming input. Under
these assumptions, something about RVF/LH presen-

tation prevents priming input from affecting letter acti-

vations in a way that decreases reaction time.

We propose that this occurs as a result of hemisphere-

specific activation patterns, coupled with the dynamics

that convert the locational gradient into serial activation

at the letter level. First we discuss those dynamics in

more detail. The time at which a non-initial letter node
can start to fire is limited both by lateral inhibition

coming from the prior letter, and by its own level of

excitatory input. We assume that lateral inhibition

prohibits firing for a fixed amount of time. When this

inhibition wears off, a letter node can fire if it receives

enough excitatory input to cross threshold. If not, its

firing is delayed until the increase in excitability (re-

sulting from the oscillatory cycle) brings it across
threshold.

As discussed above, the dropoff in perceptability in

going from position 1 to position 2 is larger in the LVF/

RH than in the RVF/LH (see Fig. 5), as is consistent

with stronger rightward inhibition at the feature level in

the RH. We propose that this difference underlies the

hemisphere-specific effects of N and form priming, as

follows. For RVF/LH presentation, the relatively high
level of input to the second letter allows it to start firing

at the first possible opportunity (when inhibition from

the first letter wears off). Therefore, a slight increase in

excitatory input (from priming input) has no effect. In

contrast, for RVF/LH presentation, the second letter

does not fire at the first opportunity, because the

amount of bottom-up excitatory input is lower (due to

strong rightward inhibition within the feature level).
Therefore, priming input allows the second letter to

cross threshold and fire sooner. The effect is to decrease

the first letter�s activation level (since it stops firing

sooner), and increase the second letter�s activation level.

We assume that such a decrease at the first letter has

little effect, because its activation level is already very

high. The increased activation of the second letter is
carried forward to the bigram and word levels, allowing
the target word node to reach response threshold

sooner. Thus, priming input has a facilitatory effect for

LVF/RH presentation. This same effect occurs for cen-

tral presentation, since the first and second letters fall in

the LVF/RH. In contrast, for RVF/LH presentation,

priming input has no effect since bottom-up input is

already high enough that lateral inhibition is the limiting

factor at the second letter.
Note that we do not claim that the second position is

the most important in absolute terms. That honor goes

to the first and last positions. Rather we claim that the

second position is preferentially affected by lateral in-

hibitory patterns evoked by different presentation loca-

tions. This predicts that manipulation of bottom-up

input to the second letter (relative to the other letters)

should modulate the influence of N. Indeed, we have
experimentally demonstrated that the N effect can be

created in the RVF/LH or obliterated in LVF/RH via

positional manipulations of letter contrast (Whitney &

Lavidor, 2003).

Thus, in order to explain the differential effects of

orthography across visual fields, it is not necessary to

assume that LVF and RVF presentations generate

qualitatively different types of representations, as in a
hemisphere-specific model. Rather, quantitative varia-

tions in activation levels are the source of the hemi-

spheric specificity of the N effect (Whitney & Lavidor,

2003).

We conclude this section by comparing the SERIOL

model to the hemisphere-specific model (Monaghan

et al., this volume). While that model gives some inter-

esting results, we suggest that they are based on ques-
tionable assumptions. In that model, a split input layer

(representing each visual field) feeds to a split hidden

layer (representing each hemisphere), which feeds to an

output layer. Each half of the input layer has four slots.

The model is trained on every four-letter word in En-

glish. The representations which the hidden layer de-

velops are tied to the location of the stimulus on the

input layer; there is no generalization across input lo-
cations. As a result, there is no abstract representation

of the letter order; each word has to be presented at

every possible input location during training. 5 This lack

of a location-invariant sublexical representation is inef-

ficient and is contrary to most models of word recog-

nition. Note that even position-specific representations

of letter order (such as the Interactive Activation model)

are location-invariant; it is assumed that the retinal
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location of the input is abstracted away to give a word-
centered representation of letter position. The prevailing

assumption of a location-invariant representation is

supported by data on the VWFA, which is unaffected by

the visual field and retinal location of the input (Cohen

et al., 2000).

However, the claims of the hemisphere-specific model

depend directly on this undesirable lack of a location-

invariant representation. The hemisphere-specific rep-
resentations develop from the interaction of differing

letter position frequencies with input locations. The use

of symmetric ‘‘visual fields’’ creates a differential distri-

bution of letter position with visual field (e.g., the first

letter falls in the LVF 80% of time—on four out of the

five possible presentation locations). The initial letters

fall more often into the LVF, so the RH hidden layer

develops representations based primarily on their dis-
tributational frequencies. Similarly, the end letters fall

more often into the RVF, so the LH hidden layer de-

velops representations tuned to their frequencies. These

differing representations are the source of the model�s
results.

Moreover, these locational assumptions are incon-

sistent with actual fixation patterns when reading text.

It has been demonstrated that the perceptual span
(availability of letters required for normal reading

speed) is highly asymmetric, with a width of four let-

ters in the LVF, and 14 letters in the RVF (Rayner,

1975). When an unfixated word in the RVF can be

identified, it is skipped (never fixated); this happens for

about 50% of four-letter words (Rayner & McConkie,

1976). When a four-letter word is fixated, fixation falls

on the first letter about 20% of the time (McConkie,
Kerr, Reddix, & Zola, 1988). So the first letter of a

four-letter word actually appears in the LVF only 40%

of the time (i.e., 0.5 (likelihood of word being fix-

ated)� 0.8 (likelihood of fixation occurring after the

first letter)). Thus, the initial letter of a four-letter

word is not more likely to fall into the LVF, contrary

to the frequency assumptions which drive the model�s
results.

In contrast, the SERIOL model assumes an abstract

representation of letter order, and describes how this

representation is derived from the input. The hemi-

sphere-specific results in the model do not depend on

frequency assumptions, but rather arise directly from

the processing required to induce the serial encoding of

letter order. The proposed transformations account for

complex patterns of letter perceptability arising from the
interaction of letter position, retinal location, reading

direction, and presentation duration as described above

and elsewhere (Whitney, 2001a, 2001b, 2002; Whitney &

Berndt, 1999); the hemisphere-specific model cannot

explain these results. Therefore, we suggest the SERIOL

model provides a more realistic account of how the two

halves of a string are reunited.
5. Length effects

As discussed in Section 1, VF also modulates the

influence of string length: there is a length effect in the

LVF/RH, but not in the RVF/LH. First we discuss how

length could fail to effect lexical-decision reaction times,

despite a serial encoding of letter order. We assume that

for a ‘‘yes’’ to be generated in lexical decision, a word

node must accrue sufficient activation to exceed a re-
sponse threshold. We suggest that, for a short word, the

final letter must fire for an extended period before the

target word node reaches threshold. In contrast, for a

longer word, response threshold is reached sooner after

the final letter starts to fire, because the target has re-

ceived more input from the previous letters (since there

were more of them). Thus, the limiting factor is the total

input to the target word node, rather than the time at
which the final letter begins to fire. We propose that this

is the scenario in the RVF/LH; the delayed firing of the

final letter for longer words is balanced out by the in-

creased total input.

We had previously proposed that the length effect in

the RH resulted from increased settling times during

acuity gradient inversion (Whitney, 2001a). This analy-

sis was based on the occurrence of the length effect in the
LVF/RH, but not the RVF/LH, for RH-dominant

readers (Brysbaert, 1994), suggesting that inversion, not

inter-hemispheric transfer, is the source of the length

effect. This analysis implies that the length effect should

reverse for right-to-left readers; there should be a length

effect in the RVF/LH, and not the LVF/RH. However,

recent experiments show that this is not the case; for

lexical decision in Hebrew, a length effect did occur in
the LVF/RH (Lavidor et al., 2001, 2002). These studies

gave conflicting results for the RVF/LH: a length effect

emerged in one (Lavidor et al., 2001), but not the other

(Lavidor et al., 2002).

Therefore, we revise our analysis to encompass these

data. We propose that the serial encoding of letter po-

sition manifests itself when the locational gradient be-

comes non-optimal. We assume that bigram-to-word
weights are proportional to bigram activations triggered

by a a steadily decreasing locational gradient (resulting

from a fixated word). When the locational gradient is

not steadily decreasing, bigram activations will form a

pattern that is different from this learned weight vector.

As a result, other words that are similar to the target

may become more highly activated than usual, yielding

increased lateral inhibition to the target. The final letter
then becomes more important in raising the target word

node above threshold; reaction time becomes limited by

the final letter reaching a certain activation level, re-

vealing the serial nature of the encoding.

For example, consider the words hear and heart. The

weight on the HR-to-HEAR connection is very high,

since those are the first and last letters; in contrast, the
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weight on HR-to-HEART is quite low. Now consider
the input H E A R T, when R�s activation abnormally

high. There will be a larger increase in the activation of

HEAR than of HEART in response to R, due to the

magnitude of the HR weight. Therefore, HEAR will

send more inhibition to HEART than usual, so the T

will have to fire longer than usual before HEART is

brought above response threshold. Thus when activa-

tion is less narrowly focused on the target word, more
information is required from the final letter.

As discussed previously, acuity-gradient inversion

creates a non-linear gradient at large eccentricities. We

propose that callosal transfer also creates non-linearity in

the locational gradient by causing increasing degradation

with decreasing activation. Thus callosal transfer pref-

erentially degrades the final letters. As a result, the firing

of the final letter is delayed more and more as string
length increases, directly causing an increase in reaction

times. So callosal transfer causes a length effect by al-

tering both the overall shape, and the steepness of the

locational gradient. The change in shape causes increased

lateral inhibition at the word level, while the increase in

steepness causes the final letters to take longer to fire.

Next we look at the role of these processes on reac-

tion times for readers with differing characteristics,
starting with LVF/RH presentation. For LH-dominant

readers, both inversion and transfer apply, so there is a

large length effect. For RH-dominant readers, only in-

version is required, so there is a smaller length effect

than for LH-dominant readers, as observed in Brysbaert

(1994). For Hebrew readers (Lavidor et al., 2001, 2002),

transfer alone creates a length effect.

Next we consider RVF/LH presentation. For LH-
dominant readers, neither transfer nor inversion is re-

quired, so the locational gradient remains smoothly

decreasing and there is no length effect. For RH-domi-

nant readers (Brysbaert, 1994), why was not there a

length effect (due to callosal transfer from the LH to the

RH)? The RH-dominant group was comprised of sub-

jects with lower-than-normal LH dominance, possibly

including subjects with bilateral language abilities. Per-
haps language could also be processed in the LH, so

callosal transfer was not required. For Hebrew readers,

a length effect should emerge in the RVF/LH due to

inversion. We suggest that conflicting evidence on this

point is due to differing word lengths. The study which

did show a length effect (Lavidor et al., 2001) used six-

letter words, while the study that did not (Lavidor et al.,

2002) used a maximum of five letters. Perhaps the lo-
cational gradient did not become sufficiently non-linear

to elicit a length effect at this shorter word length.

Furthermore, a comparison of French versus Hebrew

using the naming task (Nazir, Kajii, Frost, & Osaka,

2003) yielded the expected pattern. In French, there was

a much larger length effect in the LVF than in the RVF;

in Hebrew, length effects were equivalent across VFs.
These results are consistent with an earlier study in
Hebrew. which showed strong length effects on accuracy

(in lexical decision) and reaction times (in naming), in-

dependent of VF (Koriat, 1985). Thus, the majority of

studies (three out of four) which investigated lateralized

length effects in Hebrew showed no interaction with

visual field. These findings are consistent with our pro-

posal that, in a right-to-left language, callosal transfer

(from the RH) and acuity-gradient inversion (in the LH)
independently create length effects, via production of

non-optimal locational gradients. In contrast, in left-to-

right languages, transfer and inversion both originate in

the RH, giving a strong length effect in the LVF, but

none in the RVF.

A non-hemisphere-specific way of manipulating the

locational gradient is via presentation format. For ex-

ample, when letters are not horizontally aligned, the
locational gradient should be flatter than usual, since

directional inhibition should be impaired. Indeed, a

format in which letters randomly appeared slightly

above or below the horizontal yielded a length effect in

the RVF/LH (Ellis et al., 1988; Young & Ellis, 1985).

MiXeD CaSe also yields a length effect in the RVF/LH

(Lavidor et al., 2002). This format should result in a

gradient that is less smooth than usual, since the features
of the lower-case letters will be less highly activated than

those of the upper-case letters.

Thus we are able to provide a more parsimonious

explanation of length effects than the modes of pro-

cessing model, which posits two different routes of word

recognition (Ellis et al., 1988). We suggest that there is a

single means of lexical access via a serial encoding of

letter position. When the locational gradient is optimal,
this serial encoding is not evident; otherwise it is.

The modes of processing model has also been in-

voked to explain reaction time patterns for rotated letter

strings (Lavidor et al., 2001). In that study, Hebrew

readers performed lateralized lexical decision on rotated

strings under two different formats. In one format, the

string was rotated as a whole, resulting in tilted letters.

In the other, the letters remained upright as they were
translated above the horizontal. Rotation angle was

varied from 0� to 90�, in increments of 15�, and string

length was either three or six letters.

An idealization of the data, displaying the significant

effects, is given in Fig. 6; the data are collapsed over

string lengths. For angles 6 45�, there was no interac-

tion with format; there was a RVF/LH advantage for

angles 630�, while reaction times were equivalent across
VFs for 45�. For the larger angles, there was an inter-

action with format. In the tilted condition, reaction

times remained equivalent across VFs. In the upright

condition, a sharp increase in reaction times occurred

for both VFs, but at differing angles. This increase oc-

curred at smaller angle in the RVF/LH (60�) than in the

LVF/RH (90�). Thus, for 60� and 75�, reaction times
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(2001) using a piecewise linear fit to show significant effects, which are

summarized in the text.
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were actually faster for presentation to the non-domi-
nant hemisphere. In general, reaction times were longer

for six-letter than three-letter words. The only interac-

tion of string length with other variables was that this

LVF/RH advantage was significant for six-letter, but

not three-letter, words.

Lavidor and colleagues propose that this overall

pattern reflects different modes of processing: for angles

6 30� in the RVF/LH, the efficient, parallel mode ap-
plies, while the inefficient mode is required in all other

conditions. However, this does not explain the LVF/RH

advantage. If both hemispheres used the same inefficient

mode of processing, neither hemisphere (or perhaps the

dominant hemisphere) should have an advantage.

In contrast, this LVF/RH advantage for large angles

in the upright format falls naturally out of our proposal

for locational gradient formation. As rotation angle
increases, directional inhibition becomes less effective

because there is less horizontal overlap between the

letters. At large enough angles, normal locational gra-

dient formation will fail, causing a shift to less auto-

matic processing, and increased reaction times.

However, the angle at which this shift occurs should

differ across hemispheres. For Hebrew, the slope of the

acuity gradient in the LVF/RH is in the same direction
as the locational gradient, so the acuity gradient suffices

until there is no gradient. This explains the large jump in

reaction times at 90�. In the RVF/LH, the acuity gra-

dient is in the wrong direction. Thus locational gradient

formation fails at a smaller angle (i.e., 60�). Inversion is
more likely to fail when more letters are involved, due to
increased weakness of the first letter compared to the

last letter. Therefore, the LVF/RH advantage is more

pronounced for longer words.

For the tilted format, we propose that the letter string

as a whole is mentally rotated to the horizontal; then

normal locational gradient formation is invoked.

Therefore, there is no angle at which inversion fails, but

rather there is gradually increasing degradation due to
mental rotation. We suggest that for angles >30�, this
degradation becomes the dominating factor, yielding

similar reaction times across hemifields.

Thus we agree that there are two modes of processing

reflected in this data. However, we propose that a shift

from one mode to another occurs a different points and

for different reasons than Lavidor and colleagues. They

propose that a shift occurs at 45� in the RVF/LH con-
ditions because the string is no longer perceived as being

in a standard format. In contrast, we propose that shifts

occur at 60� (RVF/LH) and 90� (LVF/RH) in the up-

right conditions because acuity-gradient inversion fails.

We note that the patterns in the data are more consistent

with our account. The increase in reaction times for the

upright conditions is quite large, indicating an abrupt

shift; the increase for the RVF/LH conditions is smaller
and fits into a trend of increasing reaction times with

rotation angle.
6. Conclusion

Brain imaging (ERP and fMRI) indicates that hemi-

field presentation of a letter string activates V4 in the

contralateral hemisphere at about 160ms post-stimulus.

After this point, processing is identical for both hemi-

fields: the VWFA in the LH lights up at 200 ms, followed

by activation of a bilateral frontoparietotemporal net-

work (Cohen et al., 2000). In contrast, behavioral ex-

periments show hemifield-dependent results with respect
to lexical-level factors (i.e., length, N , form priming), as

we have discussed. These results may seem contradictory

at first. The last point of hemisphere-specific processing

is a visual area; it is unclear how differences at the visual

level could influence factors at the lexical level. Resolving

this contradiction, we have discussed how hemispheric

differences in visual processing (i.e., locational gradient

formation) could account for the results of these be-
havioral experiments. Predictions based on this account

of the N effect have been experimentally confirmed

(Whitney & Lavidor, 2003).
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